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Personalizing Review of Skills Through Predictions of Performance Decay Over Time 

1 Introduction 

A key feature of a number of intelligent tutoring systems is to provide students with personalized 
practice on knowledge and skills that are particular to an individual student’s predicted knowledge state. 
That is to say, if we can predict what a student knows and doesn’t know in terms of primitive knowledge 
components (KCs), then we can efficiently tailor their practice towards unmastered KCs while avoiding 
unnecessary practice on well learned KCs. The challenge is in accurately inferring a student’s knowledge 
state in order to provide tailored practice that effectively meets individual student needs.  

Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) is a common approach found in intelligent tutoring system for 
dynamically estimating student mastery on individual KCs. The following equation updates an estimate 
of a student’s knowledge state (Corbett & Anderson, 1994): 

𝑝𝑝(𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛) = 𝑝𝑝(𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛−1|𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) + (1 − 𝑝𝑝(𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛−1|𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) ∗ 𝑝𝑝(𝑇𝑇) 

That is to say that the probability that a student has learned a KC on the nth opportunity p(Ln), where 
p(L0) is the probability the KC is learned before the first opportunity, is the sum of the posterior that the 
KC was already learned given performance and the probability that the KC will transition to the learned 
state if not yet learned. The acquisition p(T) is the probability a KC transitions from unlearned to learned 
simply given an opportunity to apply the KC which is independent of correctness. Then on any given 
attempt we can predict the probability a student will perform a correct action depending on the 
knowledge state of the student as follows: 

𝑝𝑝(𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠) = 𝑝𝑝(𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠) ∗ �1 − 𝑝𝑝(𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘)� + �1 − 𝑝𝑝(𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠)� ∗ 𝑝𝑝(𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘) 

P(Cs) is the probability that a student s performs correctly and is the sum of two products. First, the 
probability that the KC k is learned times the probability that the student does not make a mistake (or 
slip) even though the KC was learned p(Sr). Second is the probability that a learner has not yet learned 
the KC times the probability that a student could guess the answer correctly p(Gr). 

BKT typically models practice over short time intervals, and therefore does not assume forgetting. If an 
item reaches a known state, there is no means for it to return to an unknown state. It should not be a 
surprise that the model likely overestimates learning under various conditions. The model is successful 
as a model of massed practice but less so if one is concerned about accounting for long-term forgetting 
and spacing effects. It is well established that time affects performance, whether it be simple forgetting, 
or some other mechanism of decay. It is clear regardless of the theoretical underpinnings that 
performance decays with time, particularly with newly learned facts or skills. There are many studies 
that have looked closely at learning and forgetting of declarative facts (Cepeda et al. 2006), and a 
number of models have been successful at providing detailed accounts of predicting successful recall as 
factor of item rehearsal and time (Pashler et al. 2009; Pavlik & Anderson, 2005). The case for skill 
learning and forgetting is not as apparent. Skill performance can be affected by issues that aren’t clear-
cut problems for declarative knowledge. Failures in procedural performance may be due to over-
generalizations or perhaps an early reliance on declarative knowledge of procedural skills before the skill 



has been strongly internalized. This does not suggest forgetting per se, but decays in performance of 
skill over time are still worth considering as an influence in predictions of student skill mastery. This 
project will begin such an exploration by examining student data in a picture algebra unit alongside 
predictive models of performance that incorporate time as the first step in a potentially larger 
investigation.   

2 Problem Domain 

The domain is picture algebra which is a subset of a larger tutoring course known as a bridge to algebra. 
Pictorial representations of problems are used as a potential support for student reasoning and learning 
(Koedinger & Terao, 2001). The tutor supports students solving problems such as: 

“The sixth, seventh and eighth grade classes brought in canned goods for the needy. They collected 227 
cans between the grades. Sixth grade collected 9 more cans than eighth grade, and seventh grade 
collected 17 more cans than the 8th grade. How many cans did each grade collect?” 

An expert solution may be to translate the problem into an algebraic equation as follows and then 
performing transformations to come to a conclusion: 

x + (x + 9) + (x + 17) = 227 

In the tutor the students are asked to build an equivalent picture representation to solve such problems 
as can be seen in a demo of the tutor at the following link  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3h3uw6IBQ4 

First students appropriately label the bars with the correct names or objects in the problem. Second, 
they enter the total sum of the bars given in the problem. Third, they drag the unknown bar to break up 
the other bars into segments. Fourth, students fill in all givens to finish setting up the representation 
and then solve for the sum of the unknown parts given the known values. Finally, they calculate the size 
of a single unknown segment from the given information and finish calculating the size of each bar. 
Feedback and hints are given as needed.  

 

Figure 1. Example of a problem in the picture algebra tutor similar to problems found in the dataset. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3h3uw6IBQ4


3 CTA: Are Skills Being Learned? 

A dataset for A Bridge to Algebra 2006-2007 was taken from DataShop as the target student data for this 
project. A subset of this data was taken to only include units of picture algebra. The dataset was chosen 
because it was known ahead of time that this data had opportunities with KCs that were likely separated 
at appropriately large spans of time. The data set contained 1,146 students and a model with 32 KCs. 

As noted in the introduction, it’s not obvious that learning is taking place on these skills as there may be 
assorted issues. There is an additional potential problem with the given KC model attached to the data 
in that there is a chance that the given KCs are not an appropriate model of the skills underlying the 
problems. 

An important first step is to examine the learning curves of the KCs in our data set and check that it 
appears the skills are being learned thereby providing some evidence they have been labeled 
appropriately without requiring an exploration into alternative KC models. We would hope then that 
most of the learning curves are labeled as good, thereby providing some evidence of appropriate model 
specification. 

Skills Labeled as Good 

 

Figure 2. Learning curves for the KC model that were labeled as showing learning 



Skills Labeled as Too High 

 
Figure 3. Interesting learning curves for the KC model that were labeled as too high in errors 

 

23 of the 32 learning curves are labeled as good. This at least initially confirms that learning seems to be 
occurring for most of the KCs. 3 curves were low and flat and seemed to involve appropriately entering 
names in the first step of the problems, a relatively simple task. 7 curves were labeled as still high in 
errors. Upon further investigation, some of the “still high” KCs could be showing potential signs of 
forgetting as it appears that learning occurs but then sharply increases at a later point. It’s also possible 
that these changes are due to attrition. It may be difficult to posit what forgetting looks like exactly, but 
these learning curves have potential for being interesting cases later in the project.  
 
4 Does Time Predict Decay of Mastery? 

It is a common assumption in predictive models of student knowledge that learning does not transition 
from a known state to unknown state once a KC has been learned. While time is an important factor 
that could influence a transition to an unknown state, it’s possible that the clear-cut influence of time 
for declarative knowledge does not have the same influence on skill learning. For example, Kim, Ritter, 
and Koubek (2010) have posited in terms of ACT-R that there may be multiple stages towards building 
proceduralized fluency of skills. Early learning may rely heavily on declarative representations of skill 
which are prone to decay with time as described by standard forms of forgetting. As a skill transitions 
from declarative to procedural knowledge, there may still be some reliance and maintenance of 
declarative chunks in memory. Once a skill is strongly proceduralized, time may have less of an influence 
on skill decay, but it is still possible that some aspects of performance rely on declarative chunks. This 
suggests that it is not the skills that are forgotten easily, skill performance may be more of a matter of 
fluency. Regardless of how procedural skill learning occurs, it’s still intuitively likely that time decays 
performance, and the effect may be particularly strong in early learning even if the performance loss is 
not directly related to the degradation of skill knowledge. This implies that a more nuanced view of 
student inference may be in order. This is particularly important if we desire an emphasis on the long-
term retention and maintenance of knowledge and skill as opposed to a reliance on models of short-
term learning. This support of learning through personalized spaced scheduling of rehearsal could 
benefit declarative knowledge and procedural skill building over one-shot mastery. The following 
considers whether it is reasonable to posit that time is affecting skill learning in a meaningful way 
through exploratory data analysis as well as the development of models that may be more predictive 
when considering time.  

 

 

 



4.1 Representing Time in The Data 

A reasonable first step in exploring the effects of time is to consider the distance in time between 
opportunities on particular KCs. It has been established that more complex dynamics exist in forgetting 
that are dependent on the number of opportunities, where those opportunities were spaced in time, 
and memory decay rates that change based on the history of practice and success (Pashler et al. 2009; 
Pavlik & Anderson, 2005). In this project, a much simpler approach was taken by simply examining the 
distance in time between opportunities on particular KCs. It is likely the story is more complex, but past 
studies focused primarily on decay with regards to declarative knowledge. Before positing more 
complex models, it’s important to examine basic effects of time in skill learning and whether the simple 
models can provide better and easily interpretable predictions of student mastery.  

Table 1 displays data from a single student on a particular KC identify-larger-quantity – multiplication in 
the subskill model. The observations are ordered in time as can be seen in the opportunity column.  

 

Table 1. Data from a single student on a particular KC 

Two columns were added to compute two versions of last-retention-time which signifies the time in 
minutes since the previous opportunity was attempted. For example, on opportunity 2, the last 
retention time would be the time in-between opportunity 2 and opportunity 1. The two different 
retention times were computed as follows: 

Last-retention-time0 (lrt0) = (current-opportunity Step end time) – (prior-opportunity Step end time)   

Last-retention-time (lrt1) = (current-opportunity start time) – (prior-opportunity end time) 

Lrt1 was determined as more appropriate, particularly for exploratory data analysis to examine whether 
skills were being repeated directly in sequence. Lrt0 values are slightly longer and were later used for 
modeling purposes due to some persistent errors when modeling with lrt1.  

After calculating and removing unnecessary columns, we get the following table below.  



 

Table 2. Processed student data to include last-retention-time and remove unnecessary columns 

There were issues with fitting models due to scaling errors on last-retention-time, so a final addition was 
to take the natural log of last-retention-time: ln(1+lrt) 

 

Table 3. Log transformed last-retention-time values for a student on a particular KC 

4.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 

It is important to first check that it is reasonable to examine a distribution of last-retention-times across 
all KCs in order to assess whether it is indeed true that there are items with large enough distances 
between opportunities (Figure. 4).  

 

 



 

Figure 4. Histogram of last-retention-time in hours over all KCs.  

The histogram appears bi-modal with many items around the time range of problems in a single setting. 
The large frequency around 0 is due to the fact that the first opportunity with every KC has a last-
retention-time of 0, so it is essentially a count of the first time a KC opportunity was given for all 
students or possibly when the same KC was attempted twice in a row. It’s clear to see another mode at 
much longer time intervals, the largest interval is 233 days! Visually these seems like strong enough 
evidence for demonstrating that some items are being attempted with a large gap in the last retention 
time.  

Now let’s examine individual KC histograms to find those that might be particular candidates for 
forgetting due to large retention times versus candidates that do not have large retention times. As 
there are 32 KCs in the model we will just examine a handful of KC last-retention-time histograms, 
please see appendix A for the full set of graphs.  

 



 

 

Figure. 5 Histograms of last-retention-time in hours over particular KCs. 

 

 

As can be visually observed in the histograms – it appears that most of the KCs have opportunities that 
occur after appropriately long intervals in time. This gives some starting evidence on which KCs to target 
as there does exist large gaps in time in retention intervals. It might be best to look at the model results 
of model 2 in the next section to see which skills are most highly affected by time. This information in 
combination with the existence of a large time interval could be combined with KCs that were noted as 
having learning curves labeled as still difficult in the previous section to finally come to a set of target 
KCs for applications and a tutor re-design. This section and previous graphs were to show that large 
intervals exist for individual KCs and over all KCs in general. 

 



4.3 Predicting Student Performance 

This section will begin examining the predictive power of a few models that take into account the time 
in-between opportunities for KCs. The traditional approach to making inferences on student knowledge 
is item-response theory (IRT). Extensions of IRT include additional factors beyond student ability and 
item difficulty such as quantity of practice and past success (Chi et al. 2011). This class of models known 
as additive factors models (AFM) can be formulated as follows in R using the lme4 library on our dataset 
here labeled as dfs: 

Model 0 

glmer(correct ~ (1|student) + (opportunity|KC), 

                        data=dfs, family=binomial()) 

 

Model 0 Summary and Performance 

Random effects: 
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr  
 student (Intercept) 0.441267 0.66428        
 skill   (Intercept) 1.386639 1.17756        
         opp         0.005621 0.07498  -0.63 
Number of obs: 157386, groups:  student, 679; skill, 32 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)   1.5921     0.2565   6.208 5.36e-10 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

This model acts as our baseline model with performance scores: 

AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
136811.5 136861.3 -68400.8 136801.5   157381  

 

While the model makes individualized predictions based on student ability, item difficulty, and student 
experience, it does not include any terms for based on time between opportunities. Our first step is to 
make a simple addition to AFM that includes a term for our log last-retention-time. While attempts were 
made to directly use untransformed time values, scaling errors led to the necessity of using log 
transformations to fit the models. Please see appendix B for full summaries of each model.  

 

Model 1 

glmer(correct ~ (1|student) + (opp|skill) + log(1+lrt0), 

                        data=dfs, family=binomial()) 

 



Model 1 Summary and Performance 

Random effects: 
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr  
 student (Intercept) 0.428269 0.65442        
 skill   (Intercept) 1.479766 1.21646        
         opp         0.006271 0.07919  -0.67 
Number of obs: 157386, groups:  student, 679; skill, 32 
 
Fixed effects: 
             Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)  1.729737   0.252080   6.862  6.8e-12 *** 
lrt0        -0.070961   0.003197 -22.197  < 2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
     (Intr) 
lrt0 -0.025 

 
   
    AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
136341.7 136401.5 -68164.9 136329.7   157380  

 

The important point to note is the estimate for last-retention-time (lrt0) which we would hope is 
negative to show an overall decay in performance for all KCs over time between opportunities. Here we 
see that indeed the effect of time has a predicted negative impact across all KCs. Table 3 provides a 
better look at how this affects performance on an item over time given an initial predicted mastery of 
80% for an arbitrary student.  

   
   

Predicted impact on performance decay  
Time 
(minutes) 

log(Time) -0.07 Drop in log 
odds 

Forgetting from 80% for 
N minues  

0 0 0 1.386294361 80.00% 
1 minute 
later 

1 0.693147181 -0.048520303 1.337774058 79.21% 

10 minutes 10 2.397895273 -0.167852669 1.218441692 77.18% 
half hour 30 3.433987204 -0.240379104 1.145915257 75.88% 
1 hour 60 4.110873864 -0.28776117 1.098533191 75.00% 
8 hours 480 6.17586727 -0.432310709 0.953983652 72.19% 
1 day 1440 7.273092596 -0.509116482 0.877177879 70.62% 
1 week 10080 9.218407743 -0.645288542 0.741005819 67.72% 
4 weeks 40320 10.6046277 -0.742323939 0.643970422 65.57% 
6 months 262800 12.47915237 -0.873540666 0.512753695 62.55% 
1 year 525600 13.17229765 -0.922060835 0.464233526 61.40% 

Table 4. Predicted impact on performance over time 



While interesting to see the general impact of time across KCs, it’s likely that time may have a larger 
impact on particular KCs. That is to say, some KCs may be more prone to performance decay than 
others. This is the motivation behind that second model that fits the effect of time and decay to 
individual KCs. 

 

Model 2 

glmer(correct ~ (1|student) + (1|skill) + (1|opp) + (log(1+lrt0)|skill), 

                                          data=dfs, family=binomial()) 

Model 2 Summary and Performance 

 

Random effects: 
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr  
 student (Intercept) 0.430595 0.65620        
 skill   (Intercept) 0.861770 0.92832        
         opp         0.007126 0.08441  -0.84 
 skill.1 (Intercept) 0.532646 0.72983        
         lrt0        0.015444 0.12428  0.01  
Number of obs: 157386, groups:  student, 679; skill, 32 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)    1.734      0.285   6.083 1.18e-09 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

    AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
136096.2 136175.9 -68040.1 136080.2   157378  

 

Lrt0 will now have individual values per KC indicating the impact of performance decay for each skill 
type. The data has been sorted such that the KCs with the smallest (most impact of time on decay) are 
at the top of the table. The values of most interest are the rightmost column showing the impact of last-
retention-time on each KC. 

 

Skill (Intercept) opp (Intercept) lrt0 
Enter variable expression in 
diagram -- multiplication 

-1.3587218 0.140983705 -0.12674023 -0.234481488 

Add variable expressions -0.48720383 0.042474724 -0.21220443 -0.231060569 
Enter variable expression in 
diagram -- subtraction 

-1.01939341 0.077696452 -0.64842365 -0.214308136 

Define variable -0.09990515 0.053840032 0.83428365 -0.194302469 
Solve subtraction problem -1.12872935 0.080836956 -0.81640414 -0.174131417 



Enter smaller initial in diagram -- 
calculated 

-0.76998816 0.050293551 -0.65384988 -0.149137509 

Enter variable in diagram -0.30800727 0.021325919 -0.24256493 -0.144666984 
Copy initial in diagram -1.23060587 0.155981425 0.44440519 -0.143943238 
Enter quantity from diagram by 
calculating 

-0.74148445 0.084420528 0.07693257 -0.142274343 

Enter added quantity in diagram -1.39565067 0.182821968 0.62157033 -0.13931551 
Enter total in diagram - calculated 
- subtracti 

-0.89373329 0.091583979 -0.1044858 -0.12746182 

Enter total in diagram - calculated 
- addition 

-0.65355181 0.063055264 -0.15516639 -0.126947559 

Solve multiplication problem -0.29190034 0.022337669 -0.18712924 -0.119176765 
Enter larger initial in diagram -- 
calculated 

-2.25848321 0.196462175 -0.93877921 -0.109529697 

Enter initial in diagram -- given -0.05406574 0.074011523 1.3332642 -0.090291656 
Enter subtracted quantity in 
diagram 

-0.6326591 0.093599325 0.49096349 -0.08724435 

Enter total in diagram - calculated 
- multiplic 

-0.38253548 0.057129595 0.30577048 -0.08141305 

Define variable expression -0.07904355 0.012596843 0.07519263 -0.080515182 
Enter quantity from diagram by 
reading 

0.41329226 -0.000452433 0.86317688 -0.079106567 

Enter initial in diagram -- 
calculated 

-1.56022963 0.153691796 -0.29456771 -0.054017821 

Draw smaller bar -- multiplication -0.52515301 0.020098617 -0.72180027 -0.048360528 
Enter smaller initial in diagram -- 
given 

0.08780681 0.032718946 0.82585769 -0.047943622 

Solve addition problem -1.10718304 0.081472001 -0.75089998 -0.041948093 
Draw larger bar -- multiplication -0.67077709 0.033870269 -0.7590313 -0.026144287 
Identify larger quantity -- 
multiplication 

-0.30900201 0.007580268 -0.50769021 -0.021783871 

Enter larger initial in diagram -- 
given 

0.16098472 0.028100723 0.8920625 -0.017702638 

Enter total in diagram - given -0.08955018 0.04200385 0.63374525 -0.01684064 
Draw larger bar -- 
addition/subtraction 

-0.12349354 0.011272709 -0.04146566 -0.015734817 

Draw smaller bar -- 
addition/subtraction 

0.04401076 0.007767559 0.24592437 0.001900788 

Identify larger quantity -- addition -0.27125479 0.006402488 -0.44889235 0.011868082 
Identify larger quantity -- 
subtraction 

-0.27456791 0.00437086 -0.49535826 0.019848623 

Table 5. Random effects coefficient estimate for model 2 

 

 



If we take the topmost KC as an example we can again calculate the predicted impact on performance 
over time in the following table.  

 
   

Predicted impact on performance decay  
Time 
(minutes) 

ln(Time) -0.234 Drop in log 
odds 

Forgetting from 95% for N 
minues  

0 0 0 1.386294361 80.00% 
1 minute 
later 

1 0.693147181 -0.16219644 1.224097921 77.28% 

10 minutes 10 2.397895273 -
0.561107494 

0.825186867 69.53% 

half hour 30 3.433987204 -
0.803553006 

0.582741355 64.17% 

1 hour 60 4.110873864 -
0.961944484 

0.424349877 60.45% 

8 hours 480 6.17586727 -
1.445152941 

-0.05885858 48.53% 

1 day 1440 7.273092596 -
1.701903667 

-
0.315609306 

42.17% 

1 week 10080 9.218407743 -
2.157107412 

-
0.770813051 

31.63% 

4 weeks 40320 10.6046277 -
2.481482883 

-
1.095188522 

25.06% 

6 months 262800 12.47915237 -
2.920121655 

-
1.533827294 

17.74% 

1 year 525600 13.17229765 -3.08231765 -
1.696023289 

15.50% 

Table 6. Predicted impact on performance over time for a single KC with the highest decay: Enter 
variable expression in diagram -- multiplication 

 When we look at individual KCs, the impact of time can have a dramatic effect quickly dropping below 
50% predicted success after only 8 hours. This provides some evidence given the model that it seems 
worthwhile to take performance decay into account when predicting student mastery of skills. Given 
more opportunities to practice, we would expect that the decay lessens, but the impact of time appears 
relevant and predictive in ways that suggest scheduled rehearsal of practice on KCs that drop below 
some threshold of predictive success.  

4.4 Model Comparison 

A quick examination of model performance demonstrates that the two models make stronger 
predictions than standard AFM, and that modeling effects of time on individual KCs is meaningfully a 
better predictor than an overall rate of decay due to time.  



 

Figure 6. Model performance. Lrt0 references model 1 and (lrt0|skill) references model 2. 

 

5.1 Tutor Redesign – Targeting KCs for Precise Practice 

 The models described in the previous section provide some evidence that we should make efforts to 
take into account time and the decay of performance rather than assume a one-shot process of 
mastery. The models and exploratory data analysis has given some direction for a tutor re-design that 
targets precise practice on KCs that are likely to quickly decay in performance. The KCs of interest are 
those that show the largest decay in performance due to time. Interestingly, those with the highest 
performance decay are similar types of steps in picture algebra.   

Skill lrt0 
Enter variable expression in 
diagram -- multiplication 

-0.234481488 

Add variable expressions -0.231060569 
Enter variable expression in 
diagram -- subtraction 

-0.214308136 

 

Additionally, many of the top targets for re-design are also found in the list of learning curves that are 
rated as still too high, providing further evidence that learning may be improved with precise practice on 
problematic KCs.  

The following link demonstrates a problem that includes the skill Enter Variable Expression in diagram – 
subtraction. The step is when the user enters x-40 into the given bar: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvDbhZCAyhg&feature=youtu.be 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvDbhZCAyhg&feature=youtu.be


5.2 Tutor Redesign 

With targeted KCs in mind, we can build a tutor that targets practice on particular parts of problems 
rather than entire problems that may consist of many steps and therefore multiple KCs. It is relatively 
simple to create problems in a tutor in which the start state is a partially filled. As I not have access to 
the particular tutor used in the dataset, I examined an available online tutor that targets similar skills in 
a picture algebra unit (see video in part 2 of this report). I focused on enter variable expression in 
diagram – subtraction, and while the given tutor for redesign does not have this step in its exact form 
there is some similarity in the filling the total amount of some quantity, given the problem, for the 
unknown parts of the diagram. This appeared to be the most suitable target for a tutor redesign given 
the available resources. The precise practice problem would be the single step of entering the total 
quantity of the multiple unknown parts.  The ideal case not implemented here, would be one where 
given a student has mastered a KC, when their predicted performance drops below a threshold, the 
student would receive targeted and individualized practice on this particular step, thereby personalizing 
practice to their needs and predicted knowledge state. The example-tracing tutor is very simple as it 
contains only one step in a larger problem with appropriate hints and feedback. The tutor has been 
attached with this document and a screenshot is given below.  

See video for demonstration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8yGqg8BSdM&feature=youtu.be 

 

 

Figure 7. Precise practice tutor on a single KC with demonstrated correct answer 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8yGqg8BSdM&feature=youtu.be


5.3 Experiment 

A simple experiment was conducted with four participants to examine the potential effects of precise 
practice on performance. All participants went to the picture algebra unit that can be found at 
https://mathtutor.web.cmu.edu/ and went through the available problems to reach mastery. A day later 
one group received a precise practice as described in the tutor in the previous section, the other group 
did not receive any intervening practice. On the second day all participants completed a new precise 
practice problem that had not been seen the previous day for the first group (see figure. 8).  Given an 
unchanging mastery, we wouldn’t expect significant performance differences in students who had 
received an intervening precise practice trial compared to those who did not have any intervening 
practice. Of course, the sample size does not allow us to make any reliable conclusions on the matter, 
and the participants were those who likely already have mastery of the material. Additionally, there 
were only two days between the mastery learning and the final practice example which may not be 
enough time to reasonably expect a significant performance decay, particularly with expert subjects. 
Finally, the problems from the online tutor do not directly match the problems from the data set, so 
while slightly similar, it is hard to say that the given skill is particularly prone to decay compared to those 
with high decay rates in the models.  

 

 

 

Figure 8. Experimental design 

All participants in the first group A answered all problems correct for both precise practice trials. Group 
B did not have intervening practice, and on their only precise practice problem one participant 
answered correctly, the other did not. The mistake of the one participant was likely due to trying to skip 
ahead in the problem, that is, instead of answering 18, they answered 6 which is the correct answer to 
following step that divides the sum of the three unknowns 18 by the total number of pieces 3. Reaction 
times were recorded, but as mentioned before, there is not a lot we can take away from this data.  

 

 

 

https://mathtutor.web.cmu.edu/


  

Figure 9. RT data for both groups on precise practice problems 

 

6 Reflections 

Pushing the envelope for intelligent tutors: 

This project just began to touch the surface of making a case for extensions of models that make 
stronger inferences of students’ knowledge states over time. The benefits of automating rehearsal 
practice on skills that have decayed in performance cannot be understated. It is well known that 
temporally spacing practice provides better learning outcomes for the long-term memory retention 
(Cepeda et al. 2008). While most studies have focused on fact learning, this study begins to examine the 
potential need for including predictive decay in skill learning.  Models can help us build near optimal 
spaced schedules for practice of KCs, a problem that is not easily addressed directly in classrooms. There 
are many incentives in classrooms to avoid revisiting problems. Classes focus more on acquiring 
knowledge and skills for short term gains i.e. tests even though the material is prone to decay in 
performance. Using class time for rehearsal of previously learned skills is also at odds with the need for 
constant coverage of new material. This study provides a step towards automatically optimizing 
rehearsal and providing students with personalized review which saves time, meets longer-term 
educational goals, and alleviates the difficult task for teachers who tend to rely on massed review 
sessions as well as for students who may not have the metacognitive insight into what they should 
rehearse and when.  

Problems with the study: 

Many of the problems with the experiment were listed above. 1) The sample size was too small 2) the 
targeted KCs found within the models do not directly coincide with the picture algebra tutor used 3) 
regardless of whether the precise KC targeted in the tutor was good, one day is still unlikely to show 
significant effects of performance decay 4) the participants in the study likely knew the material well 
before receiving any training in the tutor 

CTAT wishes: 

The project as a whole is a wish for a CTAT feature. It’s a case that perhaps simple models like BKT, while 
successful particularly for short-term practice, are not fully suited for predictions geared towards long-
term maintenance of skill due to decays over time.  



Future work: 

I’m interested in taking the early proto-project and turning it into something larger. There’s some 
interesting implications of the work and as discussed with Ken, it has some potential to make a case on 
that may challenge or confirm assumptions of BKT. I would like also to further examine some more 
complex models that combine IRT like models with psychological models of memory and forgetting ala 
Mike Mozer at Boulder. It’s already known that a simple decay over time does not adequately 
characterize forgetting, and that decay rates and memory strengths change in not so simple ways. It 
would be interesting to look more into student inferences that incorporate what we know about 
memory, decay, and practice from the literature. There has a been a lot of work on this topic with 
declarative knowledge, not so much with skills. I look forward to seeing what comes next and thanks for 
a great semester! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix A – Individual KC histograms on last-retention-time 

Note the x-axis is in log minutes 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



Appendix B – Model Summaries 

 

Model 0 

Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximati
on) ['glmerMod'] 
 Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
Formula: correct ~ (1 | student) + (opp | skill) 
   Data: dfs 
 
     AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
136811.5 136861.3 -68400.8 136801.5   157381  
 
Scaled residuals:  
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-17.4096   0.1756   0.3216   0.5100   2.5836  
 
Random effects: 
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr  
 student (Intercept) 0.441267 0.66428        
 skill   (Intercept) 1.386639 1.17756        
         opp         0.005621 0.07498  -0.63 
Number of obs: 157386, groups:  student, 679; skill, 32 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)   1.5921     0.2565   6.208 5.36e-10 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Leaving out Student Intercepts (length too long) 

Random-effects coefficient estimates 

$skill 

                                                       (Intercept)           opp 

Add variable expressions                               -0.84317764  0.0374725681 
Copy initial in diagram                                -0.85110014  0.1484860429 

Define variable                                         0.65058732  0.0476843259 

Define variable expression                              0.06303519  0.0112786563 

Draw larger bar -- addition/subtraction                -0.04779883  0.0114731619 
Draw larger bar -- multiplication                      -1.32281413  0.0338078935 

Draw smaller bar -- addition/subtraction                0.43724426  0.0080763309 

Draw smaller bar -- multiplication                     -1.17297557  0.0196185350 

Enter added quantity in diagram                        -0.82064611  0.1732116281 
Enter initial in diagram -- calculated                 -1.70765205  0.1325970183 

Enter initial in diagram -- given                       1.27761669  0.0718363896 

Enter larger inital in diagram -- calculated           -0.50222496  0.0382753174 

Enter larger initial in diagram -- calculated          -3.14719009  0.1659972839 
Enter larger initial in diagram -- given                1.16842181  0.0280644056 

Enter quantity from diagram by calculating             -0.72535961  0.0798329798 

Enter quantity from diagram by reading                  1.33483334 -0.0004823936 

Enter smaller initial in diagram -- calculated         -1.51144782  0.0482162682 
Enter smaller initial in diagram -- given               0.99147875  0.0316654802 



Enter subtracted quantity in diagram                   -0.14032032  0.0910600616 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - addition         -0.85145275  0.0605398930 
Enter total in diagram - calculated - multiplication   -0.04769772  0.0550171470 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - subtraction      -1.04763319  0.0880581883 

Enter total in diagram - given                          0.69792599  0.0417125506 

Enter variable expression in diagram -- multiplication -1.55539680  0.0975162352 
Enter variable expression in diagram -- subtraction    -1.72745033  0.0542386239 

Enter variable in diagram                              -0.53325390  0.0198038525 

Identify larger quantity -- addition                   -0.55677585  0.0071482938 

Identify larger quantity -- multiplication             -0.70448296  0.0076793910 
Identify larger quantity -- subtraction                -0.59670595  0.0053824098 

Solve addition problem                                 -1.70059713  0.0698627282 

Solve multiplication problem                           -0.45230891  0.0047665856 

Solve subtraction problem                              -1.95652650  0.0630924530 
 

Model 1 

Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximati
on) ['glmerMod'] 
 Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
Formula: correct ~ (1 | student) + (opp | skill) + lrt0 
   Data: dfs 
 
     AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
136341.7 136401.5 -68164.9 136329.7   157380  
 
Scaled residuals:  
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-18.5798   0.1740   0.3198   0.5088   2.8391  
 
Random effects: 
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr  
 student (Intercept) 0.428269 0.65442        
 skill   (Intercept) 1.479766 1.21646        
         opp         0.006271 0.07919  -0.67 
Number of obs: 157386, groups:  student, 679; skill, 32 
 
Fixed effects: 
             Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)  1.729737   0.252080   6.862  6.8e-12 *** 
lrt0        -0.070961   0.003197 -22.197  < 2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
     (Intr) 
lrt0 -0.025 

 

Random-effects coefficient estimates 

$skill 
                                                       (Intercept)           opp 

Add variable expressions                               -0.92753898  0.0386454709 

Copy initial in diagram                                -0.89008378  0.1511341493 

Define variable                                         0.56420350  0.0491748354 
Define variable expression                             -0.01752156  0.0122988152 



Draw larger bar -- addition/subtraction                -0.06418888  0.0115995947 

Draw larger bar -- multiplication                      -1.36310474  0.0349124130 
Draw smaller bar -- addition/subtraction                0.42259200  0.0082082972 

Draw smaller bar -- multiplication                     -1.21059924  0.0205232564 

Enter added quantity in diagram                        -0.86495042  0.1768074682 

Enter initial in diagram -- calculated                 -1.78488808  0.1437355130 
Enter initial in diagram -- given                       1.25050618  0.0729055969 

Enter larger inital in diagram -- calculated           -0.54030464  0.0393115500 

Enter larger initial in diagram -- calculated          -3.23465996  0.1825597330 

Enter larger initial in diagram -- given                1.15625897  0.0282887760 
Enter quantity from diagram by calculating             -0.76604855  0.0815828134 

Enter quantity from diagram by reading                  1.26968897 -0.0004875667 

Enter smaller initial in diagram -- calculated         -1.53852035  0.0487574618 

Enter smaller initial in diagram -- given               0.95400821  0.0331132877 
Enter subtracted quantity in diagram                   -0.16527259  0.0926986117 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - addition         -0.88933996  0.0616983000 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - multiplication   -0.08888841  0.0566748541 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - subtraction      -1.07909183  0.0894248180 
Enter total in diagram - given                          0.63354976  0.0420782480 

Enter variable expression in diagram -- multiplication -1.66783682  0.1107435079 

Enter variable expression in diagram -- subtraction    -1.82923144  0.0622122895 

Enter variable in diagram                              -0.63685173  0.0204570279 
Identify larger quantity -- addition                   -0.58439929  0.0079470948 

Identify larger quantity -- multiplication             -0.73962770  0.0085392152 

Identify larger quantity -- subtraction                -0.61537138  0.0057580821 

Solve addition problem                                 -1.82521136  0.0853748737 
Solve multiplication problem                           -0.54758108  0.0155429556 

Solve subtraction problem                              -2.06057143  0.0705929793 

 

 

Model 2 

Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximati
on) ['glmerMod'] 
 Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
Formula: correct ~ (1 | student) + (opp | skill) + (lrt0 | skill) 
   Data: dfs 
 
     AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
136096.2 136175.9 -68040.1 136080.2   157378  
 
Scaled residuals:  
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-20.1548   0.1732   0.3187   0.5064   2.9034  
 
Random effects: 
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr  
 student (Intercept) 0.430595 0.65620        
 skill   (Intercept) 0.861770 0.92832        
         opp         0.007126 0.08441  -0.84 
 skill.1 (Intercept) 0.532646 0.72983        
         lrt0        0.015444 0.12428  0.01  
Number of obs: 157386, groups:  student, 679; skill, 32 
 
Fixed effects: 



            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)    1.734      0.285   6.083 1.18e-09 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Random-effects coefficient estimates 

$skill 

                                               (Intercept)           opp (Intercept)         lrt0 

Add variable expressions                       -0.48720383  0.0424747238 -0.21220443 -0.231060569 

Copy initial in diagram                        -1.23060587  0.1559814253  0.44440519 -0.143943238 

Define variable                                -0.09990515  0.0538400322  0.83428365 -0.194302469 

Define variable expression                     -0.07904355  0.0125968426  0.07519263 -0.080515182 

Draw larger bar -- addition/subtraction        -0.12349354  0.0112727088 -0.04146566 -0.015734817 

Draw larger bar -- multiplication              -0.67077709  0.0338702691 -0.75903130 -0.026144287 

Draw smaller bar -- addition/subtraction        0.04401076  0.0077675593  0.24592437  0.001900788 

Draw smaller bar -- multiplication             -0.52515301  0.0200986174 -0.72180027 -0.048360528 

Enter added quantity in diagram                -1.39565067  0.1828219683  0.62157033 -0.139315510 

Enter initial in diagram -- calculated         -1.56022963  0.1536917957 -0.29456771 -0.054017821 

Enter initial in diagram -- given              -0.05406574  0.0740115230  1.33326420 -0.090291656 

Enter larger inital in diagram -- calculated   -0.40825533  0.0401939488 -0.08259241 -0.105748589 

Enter larger initial in diagram -- calculated  -2.25848321  0.1964621754 -0.93877921 -0.109529697 

Enter larger initial in diagram -- given        0.16098472  0.0281007226  0.89206250 -0.017702638 

Enter quantity from diagram by calculating     -0.74148445  0.0844205276  0.07693257 -0.142274343 

Enter quantity from diagram by reading          0.41329226 -0.0004524325  0.86317688 -0.079106567 

Enter smaller initial in diagram -- calculated -0.76998816  0.0502935511 -0.65384988 -0.149137509 

Enter smaller initial in diagram -- given       0.08780681  0.0327189460  0.82585769 -0.047943622 

Enter subtracted quantity in diagram           -0.63265910  0.0935993254  0.49096349 -0.087244350 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - addition -0.65355181  0.0630552636 -0.15516639 -0.126947559 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - multiplic-0.38253548  0.0571295952  0.30577048 -0.081413050 

Enter total in diagram - calculated - subtracti-0.89373329  0.0915839790 -0.10448580 -0.127461820 

Enter total in diagram - given                 -0.08955018  0.0420038501  0.63374525 -0.016840640 

Enter variable expression in diagram -- multipl-1.35872180  0.1409837048 -0.12674023 -0.234481488 

Enter variable expression in diagram -- subtrac-1.01939341  0.0776964518 -0.64842365 -0.214308136 

Enter variable in diagram                      -0.30800727  0.0213259186 -0.24256493 -0.144666984 

Identify larger quantity -- addition           -0.27125479  0.0064024884 -0.44889235  0.011868082 

Identify larger quantity -- multiplication     -0.30900201  0.0075802677 -0.50769021 -0.021783871 

Identify larger quantity -- subtraction        -0.27456791  0.0043708602 -0.49535826  0.019848623 

Solve addition problem                         -1.10718304  0.0814720008 -0.75089998 -0.041948093 

Solve multiplication problem                   -0.29190034  0.0223376689 -0.18712924 -0.119176765 

Solve subtraction problem                      -1.12872935  0.0808369555 -0.81640414 -0.174131417 
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